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When my son turned five, my wife and I went to the nearest book store and bought him his first

Bible. I also wanted a good devotional that we could read together as a family to help us understand

the Bible. There were a few things that were decent, but nothing that really fit what we were looking

for.What I was really looking for was a devotional that would go through one book of the Bible at a

time. And one that would train my little guy in how to do Bible study. Of course, I also wanted it to be

engaging and easy enough to actually maintain. But also one that was deep enough that it would

plant deep roots in his heart (and maybe even minister to mom and dad while we do it).When I

couldnâ€™t find what I was looking for I decided to just write my own. I wrote about twenty devotions

on Paulâ€™s letter to the Colossians, took it to Staples, and turned it into a little devotional for him

and gave it to him for his birthday.After going through these devotions with my own son and

listening to the frustrations of other parents I decided to work towards making this curriculum

available to other parents.
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You don't have to be "smarter than a fifth grader" to understand Colossians. Even an adult can



understand it now. As Trevin Wax says, "The mark of expertly teaching God's Word is not mastering

all the intricacies of Greek and Hebrew, in order to startle people with your wonderful knowledge. It's

to lovingly translate God's Word into a language a child can understand, to gently explain the truths

of God's Wordâ€”not shying away from the hard passages or glossing over the difficult sections, but

carefully considering how best to bring home God's truth to a little child's heart."Mike Leake has

accomplished his task of helping parents share the gospel with their children and really giving all of

us a tool with can use to share Jesus with those who know little or nothing about him. Leak says, "I

want to see parents plant gospel seeds into the hearts of their children. I believe that this is best

done as we wrestle together through one book of Scripture at a time. That is why we've created The

Seeds Project." He goes on to say, "The gospel seeds that you and I plant through God's Word are

the means that God uses to bring our children to faith in the Lord."All of us should be about sharing

the gospel. All of us should be discipling those under our influence beginning with our children. Not

many of us have the skill set that Mike Leake has shown his this book, but all of can take what he

has given us and share it with others. Not only that, but Leake shows it that sharing the gospel can

be fun an compelling. tomlaw.org/booksummaries

I was looking for a different type of children's devotional since my oldest son was outgrowing the

ones we had been using (we had gone over and over all the traditional bible stories for kids his age

to where he could tell the stories to us and we had used the devotionals that had topics on love,

sharing, obedience etc....) I like how "Jesus is all You Need" is structured, you are basically

breaking down a book of the bible (Colossians) to their level and reading through it. It also teaches

them at a young age to remember to take into account the context of when and where the book of

the bible was written and what was going on at that time. I hope to see more of these studies in the

future!

Wow. Mike has done a great job here. I am using this in our upcoming "Family Devotions: How and

Why" seminar at our church. "Jesus is all you need" is theologically rich (and sound) - certainly a

tough combination to achieve in devotional material - especially when designed for children. The art

work is eye popping, helpful and not distracting. Most importantly it points to Jesus! I recommend

this highly.

We used "Jesus Is All You Need" for our church's children's church lessons (3rd grade and down). It

was a great resource that engaged the kids with the gospel and scripture in a way easy for them to



understand and learn from. This book is a great resource for similar programs, bed time stories,

family devotions, etc. Highly recommended!

I ordered this as a gift for our son-in-law to work through with our two grandsons, ages 3 and 5.

Having now gone through the book, I can recommend this children's study on Colossians

wholeheartedly. What a wonderful opportunity to have this tool to study an actual book of the Bible

with children! Well done, Mike Leake!
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